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WHAT IS NONSTANDARD ANALYSIS?
W. A. J. LUXEMBURG, CaliforniaInstitute of Technology

1. Introduction.The subject referredto in the title with which we shall deal
may seem perhapsat first sight to be far removedfrom the general topic "The
Foundationsof Mathematics"of the Symposium.This relativelynew field which
was createdby AbrahamRobinson(see [7]) may be looked upon, however,as a
majorcontributionto the foundationsof analysis.Furthermore,it is anothersplendid
exampleof an applicationof mathematicallogic.
The developmentof mathematicalanalysisby usinginfinitelysmalland infinitely
largenumbershas been a subjectof constantinterestand controversyin the history
of mathematics.Going back in history we discoverthat Leibniz was one of the
strongestadvocatesof a method involvinginfiritelysmallandinfinitelylargenumbers
in the earlystagesof the developmentof the calculus. The reason why the theory
of infinitesimalsgraduallyfell into disrepute and was replacedlater by the E, 5methodmust be soughtin the fact that neitherLeibniznor his successorswere able
to statewith sufficientprecisionjust whatrulesweresupposedto governtheirsystem
of infinitelylargeand infinitelysmallnumbers.AlthoughLeibnizstatedthe principle
that what holds for the finite numbersshould also hold for the numbersin the extended system, which includesthe infinitelysmall and infinitelylarge numbers,it
is not at all clear in his writingswhat sort of laws about numbershis principlewas
supposed to apply to.
It was AbrahamRobinson'srecentdiscovery,mentionedabove, that the notions
of modeltheorycan clarifythe notionsof infinitelysmalland infinitelylarge.Robinson shows that mathematicalanalysis can be developed by imbeddingthe real
numbersystemR in a properextension*R of R which possessesin a certainsense
the same propertiesas R. It is well known that such an extension*R must be nonArchimedeanand this is the fact that enabledRobinsonto definein *R the infinitely
small and infinitelylargenumberswhose existencewas takenfor grantedby Leibniz
and his followers. From the well-knownresult that there exist systems of axioms
for the real numbersystemwhichare categorical,that is, determinethe real number
systemsuniquelyup to isomorphismit may seem at first very paradoxical that
such systems*R exist. This sort of paradoxhas been one of the main sourcesof the
condemnationof the theory of infinitesimalsand infinitelylarge numbersas a tool
in analysis. The paradox vanishes completely,however, if we follow Robinson's
idea to restrictthe statement"the same properties"to a specifiedcollection of
propertiesof R whichcan be formulatedin a specified formal language with the
in R as wellas in *R, andin whichtheclassicalisomorphism
appropriateinterpretation
theoremfor the real numbersystem cannot be formulated.Of course it is at this
38
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point that model theorycomes into play which by means of the compactnessprinciple guaranteesthe existenceof such systems*R.
There is, however,anotherway to establishthe existenceof *R. This method
is known as the constructionof models in the form of ultraproducts.It has the
advantagethat it can be developedwithin the frameworkof axiomaticset theory.
We shall follow this procedurehere. Sections2, 3 and 4 are entirelydevoted to a
discussionof the existenceof *R. In our approachwe follow very closely the development as given by AbrahamRobinson and Elias Zakon in their paper entitled
A set-theoretical characterization of enlargements and which appeared in [6].

In the remainingsix sectionsit is illustratedby means of examplesin which sense
the theory of infinitelysmall and infinitelylarge numberscan be used as a tool in
analysis.The topics whichwereselectedfor thispurposeincludethe theoryof limits,
Euler'sproductformulafor the sine, and the existenceof functionswhich are not
measurablein the sense of Lebesgue.
The ideas of nonstandardanalysis were subsequentlysuccessfullyapplied to
other branchesof mathematics.These developmentsare not taken up here as they
are beyond the scope of the presentintroductorypaper. But we like to refer the
interestedreader,who for instance would like to know with what great success
this methodwas used by A. Robinsonand A. Bernsteinto solve the invariantsubspace problemfor a certainclass of boundedoperatorson a Hilbertspace, to Robinson's book [8] and the papers [1], [2] and [15]. Furthermore,we would like
to draw the readers'attention to reference[6] which is the Proceedings of the
International Symposium on Nonstandard Analysis, which was held at the Cali-

fornia Instituteof Technologyin 1967. Its contents,consistingof more than twenty
papers,gives the latest developmentsin this field.
Finally,the authorwould like to statethat the presentpaperis mainlyexpository
in nature.It is particularlydirectedto those mathematicianswho would like to get
acquaintedwith this new tool in analysis.We do hope, however,that also the specialists in the field will find somethingnew and of interestin this paper.
2. Definitionof the structureR and some of its properties.The earlier version
of nonstandardanalysis(see [7] and [3]) rests on the formulationof the properties
of R which can be formulatedin a first order language,which means brieflythat
quantificationin the formal languageis permittedonly on variablesrangingover
real numbers.One need not go far in analysis,however,to realize the need for a
richer language in which statementscontainingexpressionssuch as for example
"For all nonempty sets of natural numbers..." or "There exists a continuous
function..." can be formulated.In this connectionit is also good to observethat
even some of the axioms of the real numbersystemare outside the languageof the
lower predicate calculus. For example, Dedekind's completion axiom involving
quantificationwithrespectto orderedpairsof sets (Dedekindcuts) is suchan axiom.
In order to cope with this difficultywe shall use the frameworkof axiomatic set
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theory in terms of which the theory of real numbers can be developed. The formal
language will be a lower order language whose constants will range over sets and
numbers. We shall now present this development here in some detail. We shall
assume that the reader is familiar with the elements of naive set theory and with
some of the definitions and results concerning the lower predicate calculus.
Let R denote as usual the set of real numbers. Then we define inductively the sets
), where P(X) denotes the set of
(n = 0,1,2,
Ro = R and Rn+1= P(UJn=oRk)
all subsets of X. The union of all the sets Rn, Un,0Rnis called the superstructure
on R and will be denoted by A. The elements of A are called the entities of the superstructure R. The elements of Ro = R, that is the real numbers, on which the superstructure is based are sometimes also referred to as the individuals of A.
We shall assume that an ordered pair (a, b) is defined in the sense of Kuratowski
by (a, b) = {{a}, {a, b}} and that n-tuples (a1,
an) are defined inductively by
it
=
=
Then
follows
immediately that relations
(a)
a, (a 1,X**, an) ((a 1,X***an- 1), an).
=
1,2, ...) are all entities of A. Since the algebraic
defined as sets of n-tuples (n
operations of R can be defined in terms of three place relations as follows: ab = c
if and only if (a, b, c) EP EA and a + b = c if and only if (a, b, c) eS eA and the
order relation is a binary relation it follows that the axioms and the properties of
R can be expressed in terms of certain entities of A. The remaining part of this section will now be devoted to making this more precise.
The entities of Rn- Rn (n _ 1) are called of rank n in A. The individuals
are given the rank 0. The reader should observe that by means of this definition,
the empty set gets assigned rank 1. If a E A is not empty, then the rank of a is the
smallest natural number n such that a ERn. It is also easy to see that if a1, * , anE A,
then rank (a 1, ***,an) = max(ranka1, ***, rank an) + 2n.
Some minor set-theoretical properties of A are collected, for later references,
in the following lemma.
...,

2.1. (i) Rp c Rnfor all n ? p _ 1.
(ii) U k =ORk = R nURnfor all n _ 1.
(iii) RkERn+l for all 0 ? k ? n and for all n ? 0.
(iv) If x Ey eRn (n _ 1), then x eRo U Rn- I.
(v) If (x1, *', xn)E y E Rp (p ? 1), then x1, *-, xnE Ro u Rp_1. In particular,
if an entity DE R is a binary relation, then its domain, dom D = {x: (3y) (x, y) E D4}
eA, and its range, ran@ = {y:(3x)(x,y)E(}eA.
LEMMA

O
Proof. (i) If xeRp, then xc UkP`-Rk, and so x Ukq=Rkforallq-p-1.
Hence, X E P(Uq ORk) = Rq+ I for all q + 1 ? p .
(ii) For n > 1, Rn c Rn+I, and so since Ro is disjoint from all Rn (n _ 1) it
follows that for all n ? 1 we have Un=ORk = Ro URN.
(iii) Since by (ii) we have that Rk c Ro U R, (0 _ k < n) we obtain that
RkEP(RoURn) =Rn+
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and so xEy implies that
(iv) If yeR.,
(n > 1), then y c RoUR.1,
x e Ro U Rn-1.
1), then (x1, x,x")e R0URp -1. Hence,
(v) If (x1, -,xj)eyE Rp (p
{{X1}, {X1, (X2, -., X)}} ERo U Rp_1 = Ro U P(Ro U Rp_2) implies x1 ERoU Rp_2
c Ro U Rp-1, and similarly for the entities x2, *.,x, X.
The formal language will now be introduced.
, -i, for "and",
The atomic symbols of L are: (i) The connectives A , v=.,
"or", "implies", "if and only if", "not" respectively. (ii) The variables, a countably
with or without subscripts. (iii) The
infinite sequence usually denoted by x, y,
quantifiers(I -)-existential, and (V -)-universal. (iv) Brackets [ ], used for grouping
formulas as usual in mathematics. (v) The basic predicate, E read "member of"
with one open place to the left and to the right of it. (vi) Extra logical constants
(briefly, constants). This is a set of symbols of which there are enough to be put
in one-to-one correspondence with the entities of whatever structure may be under
consideration. This set of constants is usually infinite but fixed. Furthermore, constants are usually denoted by Roman letters with or without subscripts from the
beginning of the alphabet, and other symbols such as the numerals 0,1,2, * .
We shall now assume that the set of constants of L is brought in one-to-one
correspondence with all the entities of the structure R and we shall from now on
identify the constants of L with the entities of A so that R is part of L. If such an
identification has been established, then we refer to A as an L-structure.
The interpretation of the basic predicate E of L in A will be the membership
relation of axiomatic set theory.
From the atomic formulas c e 1l, where the symbols acand fi may denote constants and variables, the well-formed formulas (wff)are obtained in successive stages
by.applying the connectives and quantifiers.At the same time brackets are introduced
in such a way that the formation of the formula can be unambiguously determined.
More precisely, if V is an atomic formula, then [V] is a wif, if V, W are wff, then
[VA W], [V v W], [i V], [V =. W], [V . W] are wff; and if Vis a wff, then [(Vx)V]
and [(3x) (V)] are wff, where x denotes an arbitrary variable, provided x does not
already appear in V under the sign of a quantifier. Furthermore, we shall adhere to
the terminology that in [(Vx)V] and [(3x)V], V is called the scope of the quantifier
and in all the wff which can be obtained from these by the further repeated applications of connectives and quantifiers. A variable x is called free in a wff V if x is
not in (3x) or (Vx) or in the scope of a quantifier in V. A wif is called a sentence if
every variable is in the scope of a quantifier, otherwise it is called a predicate. A wff
V in Lis said to be in prenex normal form, if in the formation of V from atomic
formulas the quantifiers are applied after the connectives, that is, if the connectives
are in the scope of all quantifiers. In symbols, V = (qx.) . (qx1)W, where (q ) denotes either (3 ) or (V ) and where Wis a wff without quantifiers, is a wff in prenex
normal form. One of the basic results of the lower predicate calculus states that
every wff is equivalent to a wff which is in prenex normal form (see [8], p. 10).
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For our purpose we shall only consider those wif of L which have the property
that all quantifiers are of the form "(Vx) [[x EA] => ...]" and (3x) [[x EA] A ..]"
where A is an entity of A and which are called the admissible wff. Thus a wff is admissible whenever the domain of every quantifier occurring in it is a specific entity
of A. The set of admissible wff of L will be denoted by K = K(L) and the subset of
K of all admissible sentences which hold in A will be denoted by Ko = KO(L).
At this point the reader should do well to observe that all statements in analysis
dealing with numbers, sets of numbers, relations between numbers, relations between
sets and numbers, and so on, and which hold in R can be expressed as admissible
sentences of L which are in Ko. For instance, the sentence of Ko
(Va)(Vb)(Vc)[a, b, c E R] => [P(a, b, c) z;>P(b, a, c)]
expresses that R is commutative (P is the constant denoting the three place relation
of multiplication).
Any *L-structure *(A) in which the L-structure A can be properly imbedded
and for which all admissible sentences of A which hold in A with appropriate interpretation of the symbols in *(R) also hold in *(A) will be called a higher order
nonstandardmodel of R. In that case, it turns out that the set *R of individuals
of *(A) is a totally ordered field of which R is a proper subfield. But *(A) is not the
superstructuredetermined by *R. In fact, if A = P(R) is the constant which denotes
the entity of A of all subsets of R, then under the imbedding of A in *(R)this constant
will not denote the set of all subsets of *R as might be expected at first, but only
a subsystem of the power set of *R, and so on. How this all will come about will
be explained in detail in the next section.
3. Models of R that are ultrapowers. We begin by recalling some definitions
and elementary results from the theory of filters.
Let I denote a nonempty set. By a filter over I we mean a nonempty set I of
of subsets of I such that the empty set 0 0 X, I is closed under finite intersections,
and F c G and F e implies GEl-f. In particular I # 0 implies that Id . A
filter l, is called finer than a filter 12 (12 ?1) whenever F E12 implies F EJ1.
This relation orders the set of all filters over I and the filter {I} is its smallest element.
A filter . is called an ultrafilterwhenever it is not properly contained in any other
filter, that is, the ultrafilters are the maximal elements of the ordered set of filters.
Concerning ultrafilters we have the following important characterization. A filter I
is an ultrafilter if and only if for every F c I either F e . or I - F e l . The latter
statement is easily seen to be equivalent to: If
n

U Fiel(Fj

i=l

cI , i = 1,2, * *,n)

then F1 EI for at least one index i, and so, is itself a characterization of the concept
of an ultrafilter.
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A filter f is called 6-incomplete,whenever there exists a sequence F. e f
=
(n 1, 2, ) such that n,X1 F. 0 J, and a filter J is called (-completewhenever
it is not 6-incomplete.A filter J is calledfree whenever n (F: F EJ) = 0. It is
not known whether 6-completefree ultrafiltersexist. This problem is known as
Ulam's measureproblem.It is easy to see, however,that a 6-incompleteultrafilter
is free. It follows from the following simple result, the proof of which we leave to
the readeras an exercise.
An ultrafilter I' is 6-incomplete if and only if there exists a countable partition
{In:n = 1, 2, } of the set I over which V is defined such that In 0 ifor all n = 1, 2 .

From this result in conjunctionwith Zorn's lemma it follows now also easily
that on every infiniteset there exist plenty of 6-incompleteultrafilters.For further
informationon filterswe refer the reader to the paper of the author: A general
theory of monads; which appeared in [6].

We shall now turn to a descriptionof a structurewhich is an ultrapowerof A.
Let I be an infiniteset, let I&be a 6-incompleteultrafilterof subsetsof I andlet
I
{I,: n = 1,2, }be a countable partition of I satisfying In 0t for all n = 1,2,
which will be kept fixed.
By RA we denote as usual the set of all mappingsof I into A. There exists a
natural imbeddinga -e *a of A into A' definedby *a(i) = a for all i EI, that is
A is identifiedin A' by the constant mappings. The undefinedbasic predicates
" and "e" of R can be extendedto RA by means of the following W-dependent
"definitions.
DSFINITION 3.1. If a,be AR, then a = &b if and only if {i: a(i) = b(i)} -,
and a eq, b if and only if {i: a(i)E b(i)} cE .

Since it is an immediateconsequenceof I e 9 that if a, b e R, then a = b if
and only if *a =q, *b, and a e b if and only if *a et *b it follows that the relations
"=qf", and "e," are /-extensions of "=" and "E" of A. For the sake of simplicity
we shall from now on retain the original notation "=" for "=." and "e" for
,

In order to justify the definitionwe are going to show that for all a, be A
either a = b or not (a = b)(a # b) holds, and aeb or not (aEb)(a

Since the proof for both cases is the same we shall only verify it for
a, b e A',

b) holds.
"=".

If

then we set

U1

=

{i: a(i) = b(i)} and U2 = {i: a(i) : b(i)}.

From Ul U U2 = I e it follows from the basic property of an ultrafilter
that either U, e I/ and U2 0 9 or U, O9 and U2E , that is, by Definition 3.1.,
either a = b or not (a = b) holds.
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Having justified the definitionwe can justify further the suggestion that the
relations"= ", "E" in RAbehavelike equalityand membershipof set theory. Since
the individualsof R are withoutmembersbut differentfrom 0, that is, set theory
in A is based on a set of so-calledurelements,equalityof sets in terms of e should
read "a = b" if and oaly if a E c and b E c for all c E RI. But this can now be immediatelyverifiedby observingthat if a = b and a E c, then
U1 = {i: a(i) = b(i)}Eck and

U2

=

{i: a(i) e c(i)} e '

impliesby the filter propertiesthat U1 l U2E V, and so i s U1 l U2 impliesthat
b(i) e c(i), that is, b e c. Conversely,we have that if a, b E AI, then a E {x: x = a
and x E A'I}= {a}, impliesthat b E {a}, that is b = a. That the relationof equality,
as definedin Definition3.1, is an equivalencerelation is immediatelyclear. That
it satisfiesthe rule of substitutionin e, namely,
[a

(Va)(Vb)(Vc)(Vd)[[aeb]A

=

c]A [b = d]] =- [ced]

can be verifiedin the same way by using the propertiesof W.
Continuingthis process we can show, by using the basic propertiesof W, that
one by one the statementswhich hold in A hold in R' underthe definedinterpretationof the basicpredicates.Weshallof coursenot follow this procedurebut present
in a generalfashion that a certainsubstructureof A' has the same propertiesas A.
For this purpose we shall assume that the elements of RI are identifiedin a
one-to-one mannerwith the constantsof a formal language*L. Furthermore,*L
is assumed to have two basic predicates"=" (equality)and "e" (membership)
which are identifiedwith the correspondingrelations of R'. Thus we obtain an
*L-structureA' whose set of true sentencesdependson t1. A certainsubstructure
of our *L-structurewill be singledout which we shall show to satisfy, in a certain
sense, the sentencesof Ko.
In the followinglemma,however,we shall first list for later reference,some of
the basic propertiesof the imbedding a -+ *a of A into A'.
LEMMA

3.2. (i) *0

=

0.

(ii) If a, b E A, then a c b implies *a c *b.
(iii) If a,beA, then aeb if and only if *ae*b.
(iv) For all aeR we have *{a} = {*a}.
a1) = U= 1*ai, *( fl71,ai) = nfl1*a1,
(v) If a1,,*-,an"e, then *( U%=1
*{a,,-,an}
*a, X ...X

= {*a,...,*an},

*(a1,,..,an)

=

(*a,-..,*an),

and *(a1 x .. x an)

*an

(vi) For all a,beA

we have *(a

-

b)

=

*a

-

*b.

(vii) If bEARis a binary relation, then *(domb) = dom*b, *(ranb) = ran*b,
andfor all a E A we have
*(b(a)) = *{y: (3x)(x e a A (x, y) e b)} = *b(*a) = {y: (3x)(x E *a A (x, y) E *b)}E
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Proof. Weshallonlyprove(vi) sincethe proofsof the otherstatementsare similar.
For these proofs we referthe readerto the proofs of Theorems7.1 and 7.7. of [3].
' implies, using U1 c U2
then U1 = {i: c(i)ea-b}E
(vi) If ce*(a-b),
{i: c(i) Ea}lE that c E *a and using U1 c U3 = {i: c(i) 0 b} E( which, since
V is an ultrafilter,is equivalentto {i: c(i) E b}l0 that c 0 *b, and so c E *a - *b.
For the conversereversethe steps.
-

DEFINITION 3.3. An entity a of the *L-structure A' is called internal whenever there exists a natural number n ? 0 such that a c *Rn. An internal entity a
is called a standard entity whenever there exists an entity b e R such that a = *b.
All entities which are not internal are called external.
The set Un>O*Rn of all internal entities is called the ultrapower of A with
respect to the ultrafilter V and will be denoted by *(R).

The &-ultrapower
of A is usuallydenotedby ?-prodA but we shall not employ
this notation in this paper.
Observethat the mappinga -+ *a of A into A' imbeds A into the substructure

*(A)of A'.
The notion of rank extends immediatelyto the internal entities. An internal
entity a E *(R) is said to be of rank n (n ? 1) whenevera e *Rn- *Rn+1; and the
entitiesof *R = *Roare said to be of rank0. The entitiesof rank0 are also referred
to as the individualsof *(A). Again, by meansof this definitionthe empty set *0
has rank 1. The rank of an internalentity can be further specified. If a is nonempty and internal,then a e *Rpfor some p > 0, and so, by Definition 3.1, we
have that U = {i: a(i)eRp}e G. Then U P=o{i: ranks(i) = k} = Ue-/ implies,
is an ultrafilter,that thereexists exactlyone index n such that
using the fact that O&
0 ? n < p and U1 = {i: ranks(i) = n}eal(. Then for all i eU1ea? we have
) *Rn - *Rn1 (Lemma3.2(vi)), that is,
a(i) c Rn Rn, and so a e *(Rn-R
-

rank a

=

-

n.

If a = *b, b E A, is a standardentity of *(A), then its rankremainsunchanged.
At this point it seems naturalto ask the question whetherthere are internal
entitieswhichare not standard.Fortunately,the answerto this questionis affirmative
and as we shall see in the followingtheoremit is a consequenceof the hypothesis
is 5-incomplete,a hypothesiswhich we have not used so far.
that the ultrafilterO&
THEOREM
3.5. There exist internal entities which are not standard. In fact,
if a e A is an entity which has infinitely many elements, then there exists an entity
b e *a such that b is not standard.
Proof. Since a is an infinite set there exists a sequence {b": n = 1,2, .} of
elements of a such that b. A bmfor all n, m = 1, 2, ..* and n : m. Let b be the mapping
of I into a such that b(i) = bnfor all i eIn (n = 1, 2, ..*.). Then b E *a but b is not
.

equal to any standardelement of *(R), and the proof is complete.
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The internal entities, defined to be the elements of the special standardsets
*R., can also be characterized as follows. An entity a is internal if and only if a
is an element of a standard entity. In order to see this we need only to show that
if a E *b, b E A, then a is internal.Now from b E A it follows that b e Rnfor some n
whichimpliesthat b c Ro u R,;1, and so, by Lemma3.2(v), a E *b c *Ro u *Rn-1
implies a e*Ro U *R.-1 which shows that a is internal.In view of Theorem3.5,

we may ask the question,what about the natureof the entities which are elements
of internalentities?The answeris that they are internal,as the followingtheorem
shows. The converse,however,is not true. In fact, we shall see later in Section 5
that a set of internal entities need not be internal.
THEOREM
3.6. If a E b E *R. (n _ 1), then a E *Rn_,1 that is, the elements of
an internal entity are internal.
&
Proof. From b e *Rnit follows that U = {i: b(i) c Ro U Rn1} = {i: b(i)eR
Rn)}

and so for all i E U we have a(i) E Ro U Rn-1 . Hence, by Lemma 3.2(v) and Definition 3.1, a E *(Ro U Rn-1) = *Ro U *Rn_1, and the proof is finished.

As in the case of the L-structureR we shall call an *L-wffadmissiblewhenever
all the quantifiers occurring in it are of the form "(Vx) [[x e a]
"(3x) [[x e a] A ...]", wherea is a constantdenotingan entityof AI'.

=. ...]"

and

An admissible wff of *L is called internal whenever all the constants occurring
in it denote internal entities. An admissible wff of *L is called standard whenever
all the constants occurring in it denote standard entities. Thus a standard wff

is internal.
The set of all internal sentences of *L will be denoted by *K = *K(*L), and

the subset of all internalsentenceswhich hold in *(A) will be denoted by *Ko =
*Ko(*L)

If V is an admissiblewff of L, then its *-transform*V is definedto be that
standardwff of *L which is obtainedfrom V by replacingin V all the constants,
say, a1 *...*,
ap, occurring in it, by *a1,,* *ap but leaving the variables and bracket-

ing unchanged.
We shall now prove that the *-imbeddinghas the followingimportantproperty.
THEOREM
3.7. Let V = V(x1,...,xp) be an admissible L-wff with the free
variables xl, , xp, an let A = {(x1,..,xp): (x1,...,xp))ea
and V(x1,.,xp)},
where a is an arbitrary entity of R. Then A s A and

*A = {(y,

,Yp): (y1,

, y)E *a and *V(yi,.., yP)}.

Proof. That A e R is trivial. If V= V(x1, ... xp, a,, ..., aq) is atomic, that is,
V has the form .(xl, **,xp, a, ... aql)cEaq or (x1,...,xp_j1,aj,-..,aq) Exp with
possible permutationof the variables,then the result follows immediatelyfrom
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Definition 3.1. In order to show that the result holds for all wff V of L without quantifiers we have to show that if it holds for two such wff V and W, then it also holds
for [V A W] and [n V]. As is well known this will take care of all the logical conand *V(xl, **,xp)}, then
nectives. Assume that *A = {(xl, *, xp):(xI, **,xp)e*a
we have to show that
*B = {(xl,...,xp):

(xl,,..,xp)e*a

and -i*V(xl,..*,xp)},

where B = a - A. Since, by Lemma 3.2(vi), *B = *a- *A the result follows.
,Zr) be
, Yq) and W = W(x1, . , xp,,Z
Assume now that V = V(x1, I Xp Yi
two L-wff without quantifiers for which the result holds, and let

A = {(xi,

,xp,Yi ,",yq,Zi,*,Zr):

Zr) e a and [V A W]}.

(x1I**Ixp,y1i** Iyq,Z

a and V} ( {(xl,,
, Zr): (XIZ,r)e
Zr): (Xi,*
ZOr)ea and W}
} = {(xl , ,Zr): (xI, **, zr)e *a
implies, by Lemnna 3.2(v), that *A = *{ .. I n*{
and [VA W]}, and so the result holds for all wff without quantifiers.

Then A = {(x,

For adinissible wff with quantifiers we shall use induction on the number n of
quantifiers. For n = 0 the result was shown above. Assume now that the result
holds for all admissible wff with less than or equal n quantifiers. Let V be an admissible wff with (n + 1)-quantifiers which is written in its prenex normal form
, Xn+ 1,Y,* *, yq), where W has no quantifiers and Y1, *' I Yq
(qXn+ 1) * .. (qx,)W(x1,**
are the free variables occurring in V. Without loss of generality we may assume that
(qx.+i) is the existential quantifier (3x.+i) otherwise we consider not V. Let b
denote the domain of (3x.+ 1). Then since V is admissible, b e A . Let
B = {((Y1,

XYp), Xn+

): ((Y1,

', yp), Xn+ 1) e a x b and (qXn)

...

(qx1)W}

,

where a E R. Then, by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.2(v), we obtain that
*B

{((Y1, *
*

e *a x * b and
1): ((Y 1, .*,
(qXn) **(qx,)*
,yp), Xn+
Yp),Xn+ 1)

The domain of the binary relation B is the set
A

=

{(y1, ** , yp): (y1, ** , yp) E a and
(3Xn+1) (Xn+1 E b A (qXn) ... (qx1)W)}

=

{(y1,

, yp): (y1,

, yp) E a and V(y ,...,yX)}.

The domain of the binary relation *B is, however, the set
{(y,,**,Yp): (y1,,**,yp) E*a and (3Xn+1)(Xn+1*b

A (qXn) ... (qxl)*W)}

= {(y1,., ,yp):(y1,* ,yp) E*a and *V}.
Then, by Lemma 3.2(vii), we obtain the desired result that
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*A = {(y1,.,Yp): (y1,,

yp)E)*a and *V},

and the proof is finished.
We are now in a positionto provethe FundamentalTheoremabout ultrapowers
which we shall referto throughoutthe rest of the paperby F.T.
THEOREM 3.8. *(Q) is a higher order nonstandard model of A, that is, an admissible sentence V of K(L) holds in A if and only if *V holds in *(A), and A is
properly imbedded in *(R).

Proof. Theorem3.5 tells us that the imbeddinga -+ *a of A into *(R) is proper.
We have to show that if Ve K(L), then Ve Ko if and only if * Ve *K0. If V has no

quantifiers,then it follows immediatelyfrom Definition 3.1. Assume that VYEK
has the prenex normal form V = (qxn).. (qx1)W, where W has no quantifiers.
Thereis no loss in generalityto assumethat (qXn) is the existentialquantifier(3x").
Then Ve KO(L)is equivalentto "the set A = {x": xnE a and(qXn- 1) ... (qx,)W} # 0,
where a is the domain of (3xn). Then, by Theorem3.7 and Lemma 3.2(i), we see
that A # 0 is equivalent to *A = {xn: xn e *a and (qxn_1)... (qxl)*W} # *0
which itself is equivalentto *Ve *Ko, and the proof is finished.
An importantaspect of the method of nonstandardanalysisis to use the F.T.
repeatedlyto transformthe true statementsof A into true statements-about the
internalentitiesof *(A). To illustratethis we shallgive a numberof examplesdealing
with the set theoryof A.
EXAMPLES 3.9. (i). The individualsof A are the "urelements"of the set theory
of A in the sense that althoughthey are differentfrom the empty set 0 there are
no entities of A which are elementsof individuals.This true statementcan be expressedby the followinginfinitelist of sentencesof Ko.

A [yeRR] > [iyex],

(Vx)(Vy)[xeR]

n = 0,1,2,....

From the F.T. we concludethat *K0 contains the following list of sentences
[y E *Rn] > [ YEi x], n = 0, 1, 2,
In words, there are no internal entities which are elements of the individuals
Of *(A)
(Vx)(Vy) [xEi*R]

A

(ii) One of the axioms of set theory states that the union of the elementsof a
set is a set. For the set theoryof Athis meansthat Ko containsthe followinginfinite
list of sentences.
(Vz) [z E Rj] => (3y) [y E Rn] A (Vx) [x E Rn] => [[x E y]
.*

(3u)[ueRn]

A [ueZ]

A [xEU]].

Thus from the F.T. we have the following result: The union of the elements
of an internal entity is an internal entity.
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(iii) The power set axiom of set theory states that for every set there exists a
set whoseelementsare the subsetsof this set. Thus Ko containsthe followinginfinite
list of sentences.
(Vx) Lxe Rj]

(3y) [y e R.+I]

A

(Vz) [z E R]

[[z e y]

[z c x]], n = 1,2,*v.
Then the F.T. implies that the set of all internal entities which are subsets of
an internal entity is an internal entity.

(iv) Lemma2.1(v) states that the domain and range of every entity of A which
is a binaryrelationis an entity of R. This again can be expressedby an infinitelist
of sentencesof Ko.
(Vb) [be B.] =>(3z) [z eR] A (Vx) [x e Rj] =>[[x e z]
(3y) [y e R.] A [(x, y) e b]]

(n = 3,4,...), where B, denotes the entity of all binary relations of rank < n.
The F.T. then implies that the domain and range of any internal binary relation
is internal.
Anotherremarkwhichis of importanceis that if b e A is a binaryrelation,then

any propertywhich b possesses and which can be expressedby sentencesof Ko
also holds for *b. For instance,if b is an orderrelationor function or equivalence
relation,then *b is an orderrelationor functionor equivalencerelation.If, however,
b e R wellordersits domain, then *b wellordersits domain in the sense that every
nonemptyinternal subset of the domain of *b has a first element.
(v) Fromthe axiomsof set theoryit followsthat the imageof a set undera binary
relationis a set. Thusin A the followingstatementholds. If b E A is a binaryrelation
and a E A, then {y: (3x)(x E a A (x,y) E b)}E R. We leave it now to the readerto
show that this statementcan be expressedby sentencesof Ko. The F.T. tells us
that the following results holds.
The image of an internal entity under an internal binary relation is internal.

In Theorem3.6 we have shown that the entities of R' which are elements of
an internalentity are internal,and we remarkedthat a set of internalentities need
not be internal(see Section 5). One of the problemsin nonstandardanalysisis to
decide whethercertainsets of internalentities are internalor not. As we shall see
in the subsequentsections, one of the methodsused to decide such a question involves F.T., by showing that the set in question violates a certainpropertywhich
it should possess, accordingto the F.T., if it had been internal.Another useful
and helpful result in this respectis the following theorem.

.XI

THEOREM3.10. Let V = V(xl, ..., x.) be an internal wff with the free variables
-,
Xn and let a E *(A) be an internal entity. Then the set {(x1, ..., x): (X1, ,Xn)

soa and V(xl,...,x")}

is internal.
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Proof. If Vhas no quantifiers, that is, V = V(x1, ***, x", a1, *.., ap), where al1, .,ap

are the constantsoccurringin Vwhichby hypothesis,denoteinternalentitles.Sincea
is internal, it follows immediately that the mapping i -e E(i) = {(x1, ,Xn):
(x1,***xn) e a(i) and

V(x12

Xn,

***,

aI(i),

***,

ap(i))} is a mapping of T into Rn for

some n, and so determinesan internalentity which we shall denote by E. Then
it is easy to see that E = {(x1, ... 2Xn): (x1 .***, xX)cea and V}. This proves the result
for internal wfTwithout quantifiers.For general internal wff we shall use again
induction on the numberof quantifiers.Thus assume that the theoremholds for
all internal wff with ? n quantifiers.Let V = (qx+ ) ...(qx1)W be an internal
wif with the free variables Yl,

,yp. There is no loss in generality to assume that

(3Xn+l ) with domain be *(R). Since b is internal it follows from the
(qXn+1)
inductionhypothesisthat the binaryrelation
=

B

=

{((Y1,...,Yp), Xn+1):((y1 ...yp),xn+1)e-a
(qx.)

1) W(y

***(qx

2 yp
1 ***X.YXX

x b and

+ 1)}

is internal,and so, by Example3.9(iv), its domain
{(y1,...

yp): (y1, ..., yp)

a and (3xn+1)(qx) ...(qx1)W}

is internal, and the proof is finished.
4. The nonstandardreal numbersystem *R. The set *R of individualsof the
'-ultrapower*(R) of the superstructureR, where W is a 6-incompleteultrafilter,
has accordingto the F.T. the same propertiesas R as far as they can be expressed
by sentencesof Ko.
Since R is a totally orderedfield and since it is easy to see that this can be expressedby sentencesof Ko it followsthat *R is a totallyorderedfield.The imbedding
a - *a of R into *R imbedsR into a subfieldof *R. In orderto simplifyour notation we shalldenotethe extensionsof the algebraicoperationand orderwhenpassing
from R to *R by the same symbols. Thus a + b c in *R means in terms of W
that {i: a(i) + b(i) = c(i)} etI, and similarlyfor subtractionand multiplication.
Furthermore,a ? b in *R means {i: a(i) < b(i)} E /. As an illustrationthe statement that the orderrelation"_ " totally ordersR can be expressedby the following
sentence of Ko
(Vx)(Vy)[xER

A

yeR]

=>-[x < y] v [x = y] v [x > y],

and so, as already mentionedabove it follows from the F.T. that the extension
of the orderrelationto *R totally ordersR.
The unit element e E *R has the propertythat for all 0 # r E R, *r(*r)l
e,
and so e = * 1, where 1 denotes the real numberone.
The reader will appreciatethat we shall simplify our notation further by no
longer using the *-notation to denote the standardindividualsof *R. Thus we
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shall from now on identifyR with the subfieldof the standardnumbersof *R, and
we shall feel free to write R a *R.
r whenever
The absolute value I r I of a real number r E R defined by I r
r > 0 and I r I = -r wheneverr < 0 can be consideredto be a mappingof R into
R+ = {r: r e R and r _ 0} the set of all nonnegativereal numbers.The constant
of L denotingthis mappingextendsby passingfrom A to *(A) to a mapping*I *I
of *R into *(R+) which accordingto the F.T. has the property that *| a I = a
for all *R 9a ? 0 and *Ia j = -a for all *R3 a < 0. Also in this case we shall
drop the *-notationand write | I to denote the absolute value of a real number
a E *R. Similarly,we shallwritemax(a,b) and min(a,b),a, b FE*R, for the extensions
*max(, ) and *min(, ) of the mappingsmax(r,s) and min(r,s) of R x R into R
respectively.
This liberalizationof the notation and some additionalnotation later on will
help a greatdeal to simplifythe mechanicsof the subjectand can hardlybe expected
to cause confusion.
Let the constantS denotea subset of R. Then on passingto *(R), *S denotes
a subsetof *R whichis a standardentityand whichby the F.T. has the sameproperties as S as far as they can be expressedby sentencesof Ko. More precisely
the substructure*( ) of *(A), where? denotes the superstructuredefined by S,
is an ultrapowernonstandardmodel of S. On the basis of Lemma3.2(iii) and the
present notation, we feel free to write S c *S. Furthermore,by Lemma 3.2(v),
S = *S if and only if S is a finite set.
If the constant N denotes the set of natural numbers of R, that is, N = {1, 2, ...

then the standardentity *N denotes a set of numbersof *R which again has the
same propertiesas N as far as they can be expressedby sentencesof Ko. More
precisely,*(&;)is an ultrapowerhigher order nonstandardmodel of arithmetic.
From Theorem3.5 it follows that *R is a properextensionof R, and so, according to a resultfrom algebrato the effectthat everyArchimedeanfield is isomorphic
But *R has the same
to a subfieldof R, we concludethat *R is non-Archimedean.
propertiesas R and R is Archimedean.Let us now examinethis apparentparadox.
The fact that R is Archimedeancan be expressedby the following sentenceof KO:
_
(Vx) [x E-R] =>(Vn)[n E-N] =>[[nx < 1] ::>[x 0]],
and so, by the F.T., the following statementholds for *R.
(Vx) [x E *R] =>(Vn) [n E*N] =>. [[nx < 1] *[x < 0]],
that is, with the proper interpretationof the constants, *R is Archimedeanwith
respectto *N. It is not Archimedeanin the sense of the metalanguage,that is, if
0 < a E *R, then there exists a natural number n in the metalanguagesuch that
a + ... + a > 1, n-times + .

Up till now we have only consideredsome propertiesof R and their extensions
which can be formulatedin a lower order language, that is, sentencesin which
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quantificationis over numbersonly. Let us now examinea few of the higherorder
type propertiesof R. One of the importanthigherorderpropertieswhichR possesses
and whichwe have alreadyreferredto in the beginningof Section3 is the so-called
Dedekindcompletenesspropertyof R which states that every nonempty subset
of R which is bounded above has a least upper bound. This statement about R can

easily be expressedby a sentenceof Ko which will contain a universalquantifier
rangingover subsetsof R. Thenit followsfrom the F.T. that *R satisfiesa Dedekind
completenesspropertyof the following kind.
(4.1) Every nonempty internal subset of *R which is bounded above has a least
upper bound.

Since *(N) is a higher order nonstandardmodel of arithmetic,it follows that
under the appropriateinterpretationof the F.T. the model *(N) satisfies all the
axiomsof Peano. For instance,the principleof inductionstatingthat everynonempty
set of naturalnumbershas a firstelement,being a higherorderpropertyof N, has
to be interpretedin *(N) in the followingsense.
(4.2) Every nonempty internal subset of *N has a first element.

From Theorem3.5 it also follows that *N - N # 0. More precisely,we shall
now show that there exists a natural number o E *N such that I r I < ofor all r e R.
Indeed, if c(i) = n for all i e I. (n = 1,2,...), where {I"} denotes the partition

of I such that Ins 91for all n = 1,2, *, then cois a mappingof I into N with the
propertythat for all O< r E N the set {i: co(i) < r} 0 , and so coE *N and I r I < co
for all r eR. This proves on the basis that 91 is 3-incompletethat *N contains a
numberwhichis largerthan any positivereal number,that is a numberwhichcould
be calledinfinitelylarge.The readerwill find it easy now to appreciatethe following
definition and facts about *R.
DEFINITION 4.3. A real number a E *R is called finite whenever there exists a
standard real number 0 < r ER such that Ia I < r. A real number a E *R which
is not finite will be called infinite.
A real number a e *R is called an infinitesimal or infinitely small whenever

al < r for all O< re-R.
The set of all finitereal numbersof *R will be denotedby Mo and the set of all
infinitesimalsby M1.
Observethat R c MO, M1 c Mo and R r) M1 = {0}, that is, 0 ("null") being
regardedalso as an infinitesimalis the only standardinfinitesimal.
A real numbera E*R is inqnite if and only if Ial > r for all 0 < rE R. Thus
the naturalnumbercodefinedabove is infinite.Its reciprocal,however,is an infinitesimal. More generally,a real number0 # a E*R is an infinitesimalif and only
if its reciprocall/a is infinite.
The finite natural numbersare determinedin the following theorem.
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4.4. A natural number n E *N is finite if and only if n is a standard
THEOREM
natural number. In symbols, *N Mo= N.

Proof. It is obviousthat N a Mo. If n E *N is finite,then thereexists a standard
real number0 < r ER such that n < r. However,Ko containsthe sentence
(Vx)[xeN]

=- [x ? r]

[x = 1] v [x = 2] v..* v[x = p],

wherer and p are constantsand p = [r] is the integralpart of r. Thus by the F.T.
we obtain that n = 1 or n = 2 or ... or n = [r], and the proof is complete.
From Theorem4.4 it follows that the set of all infinitelylarge naturalnumbers
is given by *N - N. It is not uncustomaryto denoteinfinitelylargenaturalnumbers
by lower case greek letters,such as co, with or without subscripts.
The mapping r -t [r] of R + into the set N u {0}, where [r] denotes the largest
nonnegativeintegerless than or equal to r, extendson passingfrom R to *(A) to
a mapping *[ ] of *(R+) into *N U {0}. From the F.T. it follows that for all
0 ? a e *R, *[a] is the largestnonnegativeinteger < a. Also in this case we shall
drop the *-notationand simply write [a] for the integral part of a.
We shall now turn to a discussionof the propertiesof the finitenumbersof *R.
It is easy to see that Mo is a subringof *R, and in fact is an integraldomain,
that is, Mo has no divisorsof zero. The set of infinitesimalsconstitutesa subring
of Mo with the propertythat if h e M1 and a s Mo, then ah e M1, that is M1 is
an ideal in Mo. In fact, it is easy to see that M1 is a maximalideal. Indeed,observe
that if a E MOand a s Ml , then there exist positive real numbersr1, r2E R such
that 0 < r1 < j a I < r2, and so 1/a E Mo shows that any ideal which properly contains M1 mustcontainthe unit element1 of Mo and so is all of Mo.
If a, b E *R and a - b is infinitesimal,then we shall say that b is infinitelyclose
to a and we write a = 1b.

Considerthe quotient ring M0/M1. Then since M1 is a maximalideal in Mo,
the quotientring MO/M1is a field.We claimit is isomorphicto the field of standard
realnumbers.The preciseresultand detailsare the subjectof the followingimportant
theorem.
THEOREM4.5. The quotient ring MO/M, is order isomorphic to the field R
of the standard real numbers.

Proof. First observethat if A is an equivalenceclass in Mo modulo M1, then A
cannot contain two differentstandardreal numbersr1 and r2. Indeed,in that case
r1 -r21 = 10, and so r1 # r2 implies by Definition4.4 that Iri-r2 < I ri-r2 I
and a contradictionis obtained. This shows that R is a subfieldof M0/M1. To
completethe proof we have to show that to every a E Mo therecorrespondsa standard real number r, which is then unique, such that a - r =1 0. To this end,
observe that if a E Mo, then the sets D = {r: reR and r < a} and D' = R -D
definea Dedekindcut (D,D') in R. Let r E R be the real numberin R which deter-
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minesthe samecut (D, D'). Thenwe shall show that a = 1r. If not, then by Definition
4.4 there exists a positive real number0 < e E R such that ja - r > E. If a > r,
then Ia-r i > e impliesthat r + s/2 < a, and contradictsthe fact that a and r determinethe same cut. Similarly,if r > a, then r - e/2 > a gives rise to the same
contradiction.Thus Mo/M1 is order isomorphicto R and the proof is finished.
The uniquering and orderisomorphismof Mo onto R with kernelM1 plays a
very importantrole in the theory of infinitelysmall and infinitelylarge numbers.
We shall firmlyestablishit in the following definition.
DEFINITION4.6. The ring and order homomorphism of Mo onto Ro with kernel
M1 will be called the standard part homomorphism and will be denoted by st.

In the next theorem,we shall summarizethe basic propertiesof the homomorphism st for later reference.
THEOREM4.7. (i) st(a + b) = st(a) + st(b), st(ab) = st(a)st(b) and st(a - b)
st(a)-st(b) for all a, b e Mo.
(ii) If a, b e Mo, then a ? b implies st(a) ? st(b).
(iii) st(I a I)= st(a) j, st(max(a, b)) = max(st(a), st(b)) and st(min(a, b)) =
min(st(a), st(b)) for all a, b e Mo.
(iv) st(a) = 0 if and only if a ? M1,.
(v) For all standard reR we have st(r) = r.
-

f

(vi) If a c Mo and st(a) 2 0, then lal = 1st(a).

(vii) For all a, b e Mo we have a =1 b if and only if st(a) = st(b).

It is now customaryto call the equivalenceclasses of Mo with respectto M1
the monads.of the standardnumbersdeterminedby them. The monadsare denoted
by M(r), r e R. Thus, in particular, ju(0) = M1.
We shall concludethis section with a numberof remarkswhich are of interest
in themselves.
REMARKS.(i) (The standard part operation defined as a limit). The standard

part operation"st" can also be definedas follows. If a E Mo, then, by Definition4.4
and Definition 3.1, there is a set U e-s and a positive standard real number
O< r e R such that i E U implies Ia(i)j < r. Hence, the image of the ultrafilterV
underthe mappingi -+ a(i) of I into R is a basis of a boundedultrafilterof subsets
of R, and so, by the local compactnessof R, it convergesto a uniquerealnumberr.
A simple observation shows that r = st(a). Thus, st(a) = lim&a for all a e Mo.
(ii) (A nonstandard construction of the real number systems). The proof of

Theorem 4.5 suggests immediatelythe following alternativeconstructionof the
real numbersystem. Let the constantQ of L denote the field of rationalnumbers.
Then *(Q) is a higherorder nonstandardmodel of the superstructureQ. Thus the
set of individuals*Q c *R is a subfieldof *R which has the same propertiesas Q
as far as they can be expressedby sentencesof Ko. From Theorem3.5 we knowthat
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*Q # Q, and in fact *Q containsan elementwhichis largerthanany standardreal
number.It is an easy and interestingexercisefor the readerto transformthe properties of Q to *Q. We shall show here only that *Q can be used to definethe real
numbersystem.To this end, we single out the rationalsof *Q which are finite,that
is, q E *Q is finite wheneverIq < some positive standardrational number.The
set of all finite rationalswill be denoted by Q0. Observe that Q0 = *Q rnMo. A
rationalq E *Qis calledinfinitesimalwheneverjq jis smallerthanall positivestandard
rationals. The set of all infinitely small rationals will be denoted by Q1. Thus
Q, = *Q n M1. Then it is easy to see that Q1 is a maximalideal in the integral
domain Q0. Thus the quotientring QoIQ1is ring and orderisomorphicto a field.
The proof of Theorem4.5 shows us, however,that this field is isomorphicto the
field of Dedekindcuts of Q, and so, by definition,Qo/Q1is isomorphicto the real
number system.
(iii) (The nonstandard complex number system). Within the framework of

axiomaticset theorythe complexnumbersystemC may be regardedas a subtheory
of the theory of the superstructureR x R determinedby R x R. The algebraic
operationsof additionand multiplicationare denotedby constantswhichcorrespond
to certainsix-placerelations;and so *(R x R) may be looked upor.as a higherorder
non-standardmodel of the complex numbersystem.
It is advisablealso in this case to employ the familiarnotation z = x + iy for
complex numbers, where now x, y e *R and i2

=

-1.

The set *C = *R x *R of

the extendedcomplexnumbersystemhas of course the same propertiesas C, and
so is, in particular,a field. If z1 = x1 + iy1 and Z2 = X2 + iy2, then also in *C
we have
Z1 + Z2 = x1 + X2 + i(yl + Y2) and Z1z2 = (Xlx2 -Y1Y2) + i(x1y2 + X2Y1)

Furthermore,z = x + iy, then x is calledthe real part of z and y is calledthe imaginary part of z. A complex numberz = x + iy is finite wheneverx and y are
finite, otherwiseit is infinite.If x and y are both infinitelysmall, then z = x + iy
is calledan infinitelysmallcomplexnumber.FromTheorem4.6 it follows that every
finite complex numberis infinitelyclose to a unique standardcomplex number.
For furtherdetails concerningnonstandardcomplex function theory we refer the
reader to [8] and [10].
5. Definitions and properties of some external entities. We pointed out that the

converseof Theorem3.6 need not hold, that is, a set of internalentities need not
be internal.In the precedingsection we introduceda numberof sets of individuals,
namely, the set of all infinitelylarge natural numbers*N - N, the set of finite
numbersMo, the set of infinitesimalsM1, and the monads,u(r), r e R. It is now
naturalto ask the questionwhetherthese sets are internalor not? To decide this
we shall use the followingprocedure.We assumethe set in questionis internaland
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then show that it violates a propertywhich it should have possessedon the basis
of the assumptionthat it is internaland the F.T. The details are containedin the
following theorem.
The nonempty sets *N - N, MO,MI, /(r) (r e R), and the set
of infinitely large real numbers *R. = *R- MO are all external.
THEOREM 5.1.

Proof. Assume that *N

-

N is internal. Then since *N

-

N # 0 (Theorem 3.5)

we have by (4.2) that *N - N has a first element,say, coo. But the set of infinitely
large naturalnumbersdoes not have a first element.Indeed, if coe *N - N, then
k + 1 < o for all k E N impliesthat o - 1 E *N - N, and so c0 -1 < coo shows that
*N

-

N has no first element. Thus *N

-

N is external.

Assumethat the set M1 is internal.Since M1 # 0 and h EM1 implies jh j < 1
it follows from (4.1) that M1 has a least upperbound,say, a0 . From 0 E M, it follows that ao ? 0. Furthermore,ao # M1 since M1 containselementsother than 0.
But then a0/2 is also a least upper bound of M1 and a contradictionis obtained,
and so M1 is external.
Similarlyon the basis of (4.1) we can show that Mo is external.We leave it to
the reader as an exercise.
If *Roo= *R-

MO is internal, then also MO = *R-*R,,

is internal, and a

contradictionis obtained.Thus *R, is external.
Since the translationmappingsof *R are internal(check this) it follows immediately froin p(0) is externalthat g(r) = ,u(O)+ r(rE R) is external.This completes
the proof.
If D a M1 is internal and nonempty,then accordingto (4.1) it
least
has a
upper bound. The above proof shows that this least upper bound is an
infinitesimal.Similarly,the least upper bound of a nonemptyinternalset of finite
numbersis finite. The greatestlower bound of a nonemptyinternalset of infinite
numbersis of course infinite.
(ii) The standardpart operationis a mappingof Mo onto R. It, is, however,
not an internal mapping. Indeed, if it were internal, then accordingto Example
3.9(v) its domain Mo would have to be internal which contradictsthe preceding
theorem,and we concludethat the standardpart operationis an externaloperation.
Let A EA be infinite.Thenaccordingto Theorem3.5 the set of all the nonstandard
entities of *A is not empty. More precisely,we have the following result.
REMARKS.(i)

If A s A, then the set *A - {*a: a e A} of all the nonstandard
elements of *A is either empty or external, and in the latter case the set {*a: a c A}
is also external.
THEOREM 5.2.

Proof. If A EfA, then *A - {*a: a e A} = 0 if and only if A is finite.(Theorem
3.5 and Lemma3.2(v)).Assumethereforethat A is infinite.Thenthereis a one-to-one
mappingf of a subsetof A onto the set N = {1, 2, *--}. If B = *A -{*a: a E A} is
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internal, then Brn dom(*f) is internal also (Theorem 3.10). Hence, by Example
3.9(v), we havethat *N - N = *f(B (w dom*f) is internalwhichcontradictsTheorem
5.1 and the proof is finished.
Although the precedingtheorem shows that the set of nonstandardelements
of the extensionof an infiniteset of A is externalthere are plenty of internalsets
whoseeletnentsareall internalentitieswhicharenot standard.Indeed,if w E *N - N,
then the set {co}is internalbut its elementis not a standardentity. More generally
anyfinite set of internalentities which are not standardis internal.This statement
can be generalizedas follows. We begin with a definition.
DEFINITION 5.3. A set D of internal entities of *(R) is called *-.finite whenever
there exists a natural number o e *N - N and an internal one-to-one mapping
of D onto the internal set {1,2, . ,wo}. In that case, we shall say that the internal
cardinal of D is co or shortly that D has c-elements.

If D is *-finite,then it is clear that its externalcardinalis at least as big as No.
Concerning*-finitesets we have the following result.
Every *-finite set of internal entities is internal. A *-finite set
of real numbers has a largest and a smallest element.
THEOREM 5.4.

Proof. Since, by Example3.9(iv), the domain of an internalfunctionis internal
it follows immediatelyfrom Definition 5.3 that a *-finiteset is internal.
If D is a *-finiteset of real numbers,then from the sentenceof Ko stating that
everyfinite set of real numbersof R has a largestand a smallestelementit follows
fromthe F.T. that every*-finiteset of real numbersin *R has a largestand a smallest
element.This completesthe proof.
REMARK.If the internalset D is *-finite,then it mustcontainat leastone internal
entity which is not standard,and so at least externallyinfinitelymany of those.
This can be shown as follows. If the entitiesof D are all standard,then thereexists
a standardset As A such that D {*a: a E A} (use firstpart of Theorem3.6). Since
the cardinalof A is infiniteit follows fromTheorem5.2 that the set D = {*a: a E A}
is external,and so a contradictionis obtained.
-

6. The theoryof limits. As a first exampleand also for later referencewe shall
illustratewhatkindof effectthe theoryof infinitelysmalland infinitelylargenumbers
has on the theory of limits.
We recall that a (standard)sequence {s,: n = 1,2, .} can be regardedas a
mappingof N into R, and so being a subsetof N x R it is an entity of A whichwe
shalldenotefor obviousreasonsby s. On passingfrom A to *(R)the entitys extends
to an entity *s which accordingto the F.T. and Lemma 3.2(vii) is a mappingof
*N into *R. Furthermore,for all finite n E N we have *sn=s, as follows from the
fact that *(rans) - ran*s and the conventionof droppingthe *-notationfor indi-
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viduals. The standard sequence *s in *(R) has the same properties as the sequence s
as far as they can be expressed by sentences of Ko. With this fundamental principle
in mind w%shall now prove the following theoreins.
6.1. A sequence {sn: n = 1,2, *.*} in R is bounded if and only if
THEOREM
*s is finite for all infinitely large natural numbers coE *N - N.
Proof. This follows immediately from the remark following Theorem 5.1 to
the effect that the least upper bound of an internal set of finite numbers is finite.
Hence, if (ran *s) c MUo,then *Sn I ?! a for all n E *N and some a e MO, that is,
Sn
st(a) for all n e N, and the proof is finished.
In the classical sense a sequence {Sn: n = 1,2, . } is said to be convergent with
limit s if and only if
(*)

> (3x)[xeN]

(Vs)[O<sER]

A X

A(Vy)[yeN

!

y]

=

[ S-s -sI

<8].

In nonstandard analysis this is expressed in a more intuitive fashion as follows.
6.2. Let {Sn: n = 1,2, ...} be a sequence of numbers of R, and let
THEOREM
sER. Then limn+oosSn= S if and only if *s, = 1s for all coE *N- N.
Proof. Assume first that limn son = s. Then from the sentence (*) of Ko the
following is a sentence of Ko.
(Vx)[xeN

A

x > n] =- Is -sI < s,

where s > 0 and neN

are constants. Thus the following *L-sentence holds.
(Vx)[x e *N

A

x > n] =

s -sI
<6.

-s j <6. The latter statement
In particular, for all coE *N - N we have that I
holds, however, for all E> 0, that is, *s,, = 1s for all coE *N-N.
In order to see that the condition is sufficient we observe that if 6 is a constant
denoting a positive number of R, the following sentence holds in *(Rj).

(3y)[ye*N]

A (Vx)[xe*N

A

y < x]

> I*s,-sS

< S.

Indeed, we need to take for y only an infinitely large natural number. Observe
now that this sentence is the *-transform of the sentence
(3y)[yeN]

v (Vx)[xeN

A

y <x] => Is

-

sj < 6,

and so by F.T. holds in A. This means that there is an index no e N such that
Is -s I < Efor all n > no. Since this holds for all E> O we obtain that limn-oosn = s
and the proof is finished.
The condition *s, = ls for all coE *N - N is equivalent to st(*s.) = s for all
coE*N - N.
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Theoremn6.2 also tells us immediately that if the limit exists it is unique. Furthermore, Theorem 6.1 shows that every convergent sequence is bounded.
6.3. (i) If one wishes to show that lim".,
/n- 1 (n = 1, 2,...) and observe that

EXAMPLES
Sn=

n

=

(1 +>s)

=

for all n =

- (2)sn

(;k)

k

n = 1,

then set

,2,....

for
*Sm
Hence, 0 ? S_ S 21/(n-1) for all n > 1, and so, also 0
! *s2/(m-1)
wE *N - N is infinitely large, then 0 _ *s, < V2/(co-1)
all 1 < me *N. In particular if co
and V21(cw-1)eMl implies that *s. = 1O, and so, by Theorem 6.2, lim"+o,sn = O,
and the proof is finished.
(ii) (Algebra of limits). The usual rules for calculating with limits are now easily
obtained. For, if limsn = s and limtn = t, then *(s + t)., = *s. + *t.. =1 s + t for
all o E *N - N and so limn,O(sn + tn) = s + t . Similarly, st(*(st),,)= st(*sW,*t,)=
w *N - N shows that liMn, . sntn= st. In the same way
st(*s,)st(*t,) = st for all co
one shows that if t # 0, then limn-oos/tn = slt.
(iii) It is well known that if limn . sn = s, then
lim

Si + "'+

Sn

=S

The proof of this result in nonstandard analysis reads as follows. From liMn,,Sn = S
< r for all n e *N (Theoit follows first of all that for some 0 < r E R, I*sn -s
rem 6.1) and*sn -s = 10 for all n E *N-N. Now let c) E *N-N and let0 =I ,/wq].
Then the following simple estimation gives the required result:
*S1 +

+ _*S)

s

I*S1-S S
<

+

+I*SOSI

+ I*So0+

sI +

1

+ I*S. - SI

r + (co92 )
max(f*sn-SI

CO<

n ? c) =X0,

by Theorem 5.4.
Cauchy's criterion for convergence in analysis takes on the following form.
A sequence {sn: n = 1,2, ..} of real numbers of R is convergent
if and only if *s,, = 1 *s., for all , co' E *N- N.
THEOREM 6.4.

Proof. From Cauchy's criterion Isn | < s for all n, m sufficiently large it
follows as in the proof of Theorem 6.2 that the condition is necessary. In order to
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prove that the conditionis sufficientwe have only to show in view of Theorem6.2
that *s, is finitefor all o E *N - N. To this end, assumethat thereexistsan infinitely
large natural number coo *N - N such that *s.0 is infinite. We define now the
following set A = {n: *N and |
S. I< 1J of natural numbers. From Theorem
3.10 it follows that A is internal. Furthermore,by hypothesis *N - N c A. If
Ij*So -*S,n + I*snIE MO shows that n 0 A, and so
N Contradicting tfie fact that *N - N is not internal (Theorem 5.1),
and so *s,, is finitefor all o E *N - N, and the proof is finished.

n e N is finite, then |*s*

A = *N

-

REMARK.The above proof shows also that an infinite sequence {sn: n = 1,2, --}
is bounded if and only if *s,S... is finite for all co,c' E *N - N.

The following result of A. Robinson (see [9]) concerninginternal sequences
will be used in Section9.
6.5. Let {an: n e *N} be an internal sequence of real numbers such
THEOREM
that an is infinitely small for allfinite ne N. Then there exists an infinitely large
natural number cowe*N-N such that an = 1o for all n < co.
Proof. Consider the internal sequence {nan: n e *N} and let A = {n: n e *N
and Vk[ke*N A k ? n] =>kIakI < 1}. Then, by Theorem3.10, A is internal.
Since the hypothesisa"= 1 0 for all finite n e N implies nan= 1 0 for all finite n E N
it follows that N c A. Since, by Theorem5.2, the set N is external and since A is
internal,A - N :3 0. Hence,thereexistsan infinitelylarge naturalnumber0o E A.
Then for all infinitely large n < co the condition n Ian _ 1 implies that
0 ; IanI < 1/n = I 0, and the proof is finished.

linear.A standardsequenceof real numbers
7. Sequencesthat are asymnptotically
real constant

linearwheneverthere exists a
{sn: n = 1,2, **}is calledasymptotically
a E R such that sn = nu + o(n), n E N.

A now classical result of Polya and Szeg6 states if a sequence {sn: n
is almost additive, that is, there exists a constant s such that Is+m -Sn
for all n, m = 1,2,--, then {sn} is asymptotically linear.

=

1,2, ..

-Sm I

S

As anotherillustrationof the use of infinitelysmall and infinitelylargenumbers
we shall prove here in a nonstandardfashion the following slightly more general
result.
7.1. Let {sn: n = 1,2, .--} be a standard sequenceof real numbers
THEOREM
for which there exist constants p, s such that 0 <p < 1 and Isn+m - Sn - Sm
? s(nP + mP)for all n, m = 1,2, . .. Then there exists a constant a ER such that
ISn - nu ?_snP/(1 -2P- ') for all n = 1, 2, * .. In particular, {sn} is.asymptotically
linear.
Proof. From the hypothesis it follows immediatelythat for all k = 1,2,
and for all n = 1,2,... we have
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(7.2)

2

S < snPI --2-)

Then it follows from the F.T. that, by passingto *(R), (7.2) holds for all k, n E *N.
In particular,if k = coe *N - N is infinitelylarge, then
*s |

(7.3)

for all ne*N

snP1- 2-

Since 0 < p < 1, and o is infinitelylarge, 2(P-1)' is infinitely small, and so
for all finite n we see that *s21n/2u is finite. Let
an =

nne*N.

22s

Then the internalsequence{an:n E *N} satisfies,by hypothesis,the conditionthat
Ian+ m- an - amj _ s 2P- 1))(nP+ mP) for all n, m E *N. Since an is finite for all

finite n E N we obtain by setting tn = St(an), n e N, that Itm - tn- tm = 0, that
is, tn = nti = n a, n = 1,2,---. Finally, if we take standardparts in (7.3) keeping
n finite we obtain that Sn - na < snP/( -2P- 1), and the proof is finished.

Letf be a real-valuedfunctionof a realvariable
8. Continuityanddifferentiability.
whichis definedon an openintervala < x < b of R. On passingto *(A) the function
f extendsto a function*f whosedomainof definitionis the open intervala < x < b,
x E *R and with valuesin *R. Furthermore,we have to keep in mind that the F.T.
impliesthat *f satisfiesin *(R) all the propertiesof f as far as theycan be expressed
by sentencesof Ko.
For instance,if for some a < x0 < b, limxoff(x) = I holds, then the following
sentence belongs to K0.
(3B6)[0< 6eR]

(VE)[0< EeR]
=>

[If(X)-l

(Vx)[xcR A 0 < Ix-xoI

A

< 6]

| < E]-

Using the same methodsas in the proof of Theorem6.1 we obtain immediately
the following result.
THEOREM 8.1. limx,xf(x) = I if and onlyif *f(xo + h) =1 lforall 0 # heM1.
In particular,f is continuous at xo if and only if *f(xo + h) = 1f(xo)for all h E M1,
that is, equivalently, st(*f(a) = f(st(a)) for all a E *R such that st(a) = xo.

The derivativeof f at x0 exists if and only if
lim f(xo + h)

Y-+o

h

-

f(xo)

at x0 if and only if thereexistsa conexists.Thus, by Theorem8.1,f is differentiable
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stant I eR such that
*f(xo + h) - *f(xo)
h
for all 0 : h e M. As we might have expected the derivative of a differentiable
function is the standard part of the quotient of infinitesimals

Af
Ax

*f(x + Ax) - f(x)
Ax

where Ax # 0 denotes an infinitesimal.
If f is differentiable at x0, then f is continuous at x0, Indeed, from
*f(xo + h) -f(xo) =I h f'(xO) for all 0 # heM1 it follows, using hl =1 0, that
*f(xo + h)-f(xo) = I 0 for all h E M1.
A real function f defined on an arbitrary interval is uniformly continuous whenever for every 0 < ? E R there exists a constant 0 < 6 E R such that If(x) - f(y) I<e
for all x, y E domf and x -y I < 3. In passing to *(R) we obtain immediately the
following criterion for uniform continuity.
THEOREM8.2. Let f be a real function of a real variable. Then f is uniformly
continuous if and only if *f(a) = 1 *f(b) for all a, b e dom *f and a = 1 b.

From the above results the following famous theorem of Heine can now be
obtained immediately.
THEOREM8.3. (Heine). Let f be a real function of a real variable defined on
the bounded and closed interval x1 < x _ x2, X1, X2e R. Iff is continuous, then
f is uniformly continuous.

Proof. Let a,be*R satisfy x1 < a,b ? X2 and a =1 b. Then a,b Mo and
x = st(a) = st(b) satisfies x1 < x < x22. Since f is continuous we have, by Theorem
8.1, that *f(a) =I1f(x) =I *f(b), and so *f(a) =- *f(b), that is, by Theorem 8.2,
f is uniformly continuous, and the proof is finished.
For a more detailed account of the theory of real functions of a real variable in
non-standard analysis we refer the reader to [3] and [8].
9. Euler'sproduct for the sine function. On passing from A to *(A), the elementary functions of the calculus such as the functions log x, ex, sin x, cosx, and
so on, extend to functions defined in *R and which have the same properties as their
standard counterpart as far as they can be expressed by sentences of Ko. In order
to simplify the notation we shall not use the *-notation to denote the extensions
of the elementary functions. Thus, for instance, in place of writing *(sin) (x), x E *R,
we simply write sin x, x E *R. For a discussion of the elementary functions of *(A)
we refer the reader to [3].
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One of the many beautifulformulaswhich were discoveredby Euleris the socalledproductformulafor the sine-function.By this we meanthe followingformula.
sinz

(9.1)

=

z Z=1

k2 32) zis complex.

-

Nowadaysthis representationfor the sine function belongsto that part of function
theory that studies the behaviorof entire functions wheneverits zeros are given.
There one learnsthat the quotientof the functionson the left and right-handside
of (9.1) is a function of the form ef, wheref is entire. The whole problemis then
to determinef, and, in fact, to show that f = 0 in the case of the sine function.
Thereare manyproofsknownfor this result.Someof the proofsareeven elementary.
But all of these proofs are somewhatartificialin the sense that they rely on some
analyticaltrick. It is thereforenot without interestto examinehow Euler proved
his formula.As far as the author knows, Euler'soriginalproof is containedin his
book Introductio ad Analysin Infinitorum which appeared in 1748. It runs as fol-

lows. Themathematicalexpressionssuch as "infinitelylarge" and "infinitelyclose"
which occurin it are Euler'sand not the author's.
For infinitelylarge values of n we have
2 sinhx = 1 + x

(9.2)

We are now going to factorize the polynomial occurringon the right-handside
= (a-b)(a-e1b)...(a-en

of (9.2), by observing that an_b-

lb),

where 1,

**-,e,1 are the nth roots of unity. Now combinethe pairs of complexconjugate
roots to obtain the real quadraticpolynomials
a- bexp

I2kiri \

)

and so, since a2 + b2 = 2 +
2 ( -cos-)

n

\-bexp
(2X2/n2)

(-

2kiri

= a2 +b2-2abcos-,

_

2k7r

and 2ab = 2 - (2x2/n2), we obtain

+ 2 (1 + cosL-)

n

j-=
n2n

4sin2-(

1 +

)).

n2 tan2(k7t/n)

It follows that the polynomialis divisible by x and for all values of k = 1,2..,
by 1 + {x2/n2 tan2(k7c/n)}. Since n is infinitelylarge this factor is infinitelyclose to
1 + (x2/k2it2). Furthermore,it is easy to see that the coefficientof x is equal to 2,
and so we obtain that
(9.3)

sinhx = x H

1

+

k272

Finally, by applyingit for x = iz, the requiredformula is obtained.
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The readerwho has read this far will agree with the authorthat Euler's proof
is a typical exampleof the way infinitelylarge and infinitelysmall numberswere
used with great success in the early stages of the developmentof the calculus. It
is, however,no wonderthat the inabilityto give the theory of infinitelylarge and
infinitelysmall numbersa firmfoundationled to the unacceptibilityof such proofs.
Of course, it is no problemat all with the methods of nonstandard analysis to
make Euler'sproof precise.
From Theorem6.1 it followsthat for all standardx ER and for all infinitelylarge
naturalnumberscoE *N - N we have
2sinhx =1S1 +()

(9.4)

1

)

Factorizingthe polynomialas before leads to the formula.
/

(9.5) l1 +

aV"m

a

M

4m/2
m
mJ=-mm

/

m-1
mJ

k7\

[(m-1)/2]

k=1
I? sin2JM

Y. 1 +

[(m-1)/2J(

a=k=1

a2

nk
~~m2tan
2-

m

for all a E *R and for all m E *N, and where[(m - 1)/2] as in Section 4 denotes the
largestnaturalnumb.r ? (m - 1)/2. Dividingby a 4 0 and lettinga = 0 shows that
4m/2

(9.6)

kit

[(m- 1)/2]

H

m

sin2m

k=1

for all me*N.

2

=

Thus we obtain finally that
(9.7)

1+

X co

X

c)

[(c)- 1)/2]1

_o)

-

2x 1l

X2

1 +

w02tan2(kir/w))

or all x ER and for all coE *N - N.
We shall now prove the following lemma.
LEMMA

is standard, then for all infinitely large coe*N-N

9.8. If xeR

we have

([t k

(

C2 tan2

(k/co)) )

1
k=

(+

k27r2)

U (1 + x2/k2ir2) is conProof. Since for all x ER, the infinite product fikJ
vergentit follows from Theorem6.1 that
(9.9)

H

(1

for all x e R and for all o

+

k2X2)

=

[(

T21/2

+

E *N-N.
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Since Co2tan2(k/co) > k2r2 for all 1 ? k ? [(co-1)/2] we obtain that
log (1 +

log 1 + k2)-

0, for all xeR.

2t(k/

From Theorem3.10 it follows that the following sequenceis internal

1
+(-

(

(9.10)og=

log (1 +2n

)

a

N/n))

dxeR.

If n is finite, then, by Theorem 8.1, the continuity of the log-function and n/co= 10,

it follows that
log(1 + w02tan2(k/c)) =1 log ( + k27r2) xR,

and so 11n = 1 0 for all finite n E N. Then it follows from Theorem6.5 that there
exists an infinitely large natural number v g [(co- 1)/2] such that nn =1 0 for all
n < v.
Observing that
log (1 +

2tan(k

I))

> 0 for all 1 ? k ?; [(as-1)/2],

we obtain that
[((X- 1)/2]

0 S

[((o-1)/2] !

nv +

[(0o-1)/2]

x(2

l2 log 1 +
\kr
k=v+l

.

1

k=v+l

x2

log ( + -2-2
2r/

From Cauchy's criterionin the form of Theorem 6.4 it follows, however, that
log(1 + (x2/k2nt2))=10 for all x e R, and so we obtain that q(w - 1)/2] = I ?.
1[(w)-1)/2J
Finally, the lemma follows from the continuity of the log-function.
In orderto completethe proof observethat from (9.4) and (9.7) it follows that
for all standard xe R we have
x 2

[(w-1)/2]

sinhx =1x

Hl

(1 +

2tan2(k7r/)

c*N

N,

and so by taking standardparts using Lemma(9.9) we obtain finally that
sinhx = x

H

k=1

for all x e R.
(1 + X)
ki-r1
\

From the latter formula the product formula can be obtained by using the
uniquenesstheorem for analytic functions. In this connection it is not without
interestto remarkthat a slight extensionof the argumentpresentedabove will give
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the resultfor all complexz : ? knr, k = 0, 1, 2, *
to verify this.

.

We shall leave it to the reader

10. Nonmeasurablefunctions.In this final section of the present paper we
shall presenta simple exampleof a function which is not measurablein the sense
of Lebesgue.The constructionor ratherthe definitionof the examplewill be based
on the theory of infinitelylarge and infinitelysmall numbers.
In a previouspaper [5], the present author already defined such a function.
It involved some nontrivialpropertiesof the sine-functionin *R. We shall follow
here another idea.
Let coE *N - N be an infinitelylarge naturalnumber.Then by Theorem3.10
the following functionis internal.
+(x) = [2x]

(10.1)

-

2[2-'x],

xe*R.

The internalfunction4 is obviouslyperiodicmodulo one. It can also be defined
as the cothcoefficientof the dyadic expansionof x - [x] (x E *R), and so it takes
on only the values0 and 1.
By f we shall denote the restrictionof 4 to the set of standardreal numbersR
of *R. Then the following result holds.
THEOREM 10.2. The real function f(x) = [2'x]
measurable in the sense of Lebesgue.

-

2[2'

'x],

x e R, is not

Proof. Observe that f has the following properties.(i) For every (standard)
dyadic number d, 0 < d _ 1, f(d) = 0. (ii) Every dyadic number d, 0 < d < 1,
is a period off, that is, f(x + d) =f(x) for all x E R . (iii) For all x, 0 ? x < 1,
we havef(1

-

x) = 1 - f(x) provided x is not dyadic. (i) and (ii) follow immediately

from the fact that since co is infinitelylarge, 2 "d and 2 '-d are natural numbers
for all standarddyadicnumbersd, 0 < d < 1. (iii) follows from the fact thatf(x)
is the cothcoefficientof the dyadic expansionof x in *R. We shall now assume
that f is a measurablefunction. We shall have to use the following well-known
result.
(10.3) A measurable function which has arbitrarily small periods is equal
to a constant almost everywhere.

From the assumptionthatf is measurable,property(ii) of f, (10.3), and the fact
thatf takes on only the values0 and 1 it follows thatf = 0 a.e. or f = 1 a.e.
Let A = {x: 0 ? x ? 1 and f(x) < 1/2}. Then A is a measurableset, and the
characteristicfunctionof A has all the dyadicnumberas periods,and so, by (10.3),
m(A) = 0 or m(A) = 1, where m denotes the Lebesgue measure. Consider now

also the set B = {x: 0 < x ? 1 and f(x) > i}. Then properties(ii) and (iii) of f
imply that if x is not dyadic 0 < x < 1, then x e A if and only if 1-x -e B. Thus
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the set Ao of non-dyadicpoints of A and the set Bo of nondyadicpoints of B are
symmetricwith respectto the point 1/2. Since the set of dyadicpoints is countable
its Lebesgue measure is zero and so m(A) = m(AO)= m(BO)= m(B). Then
AO ) Bo = 0, m(Ao U BO) < 1, m(A0) = m(BO) and m(A0) = 0 or m(A0) = 1
imply that m(A0) = m(BO)= 0. Hence, f(x) = 1/2 a.e., which contradicts the fact

thatf does not take on the value 1/2. We concludethatf is not measurablein the
sense of Lebesgueand the proof is finished.
Workon this paperwas also supportedin partby GrantNo. GP-7691from the National Science
Foundation.
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